Abstract: This paper traces the transnational entanglements in the Dutch digital media archive, with a focus on the propaganda battle between pro-Nazi and pro-Allied Dutch media during the Second World War. Reflecting on newspaper and radio source materials in the CLARIAH Media Suite, it points out significant differences in the availability of these two source collections. It argues that these imbalances can be explained by the historical context in which these sources were created as well as by archival policies after 1945. The main problem lies in the digitized radio archive which contains only a relatively small amount of audio and leaves out the enormous amount of documents, such as transcripts and monitoring reports. With our article, we ask for more attention for this form of ‘audio on paper’, which has previously been overlooked by scholars and archivists. In the conclusion we argue for the digitization of these source materials and inclusion in the Media Suite as a first step towards redrawing the borders of media archives, enabling a new research agenda aimed at studying transnational entanglements in war time propaganda.
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1 Introduction

The digitization and increasing online accessibility of heritage and archival materials - including audiovisual sources - has facilitated the work of media scholars and historians pursuing a transnational angle in their work and has brought into focus fascinating new cross-border topics. While in the past two decades, in the words of Lara Putnam, ‘digital search has become the unacknowledged handmaiden of transnational history’, Putnam also points at the pressing need for contextualization and scholarly source criticism while working with digitized archival collections. The first requires a thorough and specific knowledge of what was going on in particular times and in particular places to avert
superficiality and blind spots in research, as well as an overemphasis on transnational connections and circulations. The second foregrounds the necessity of critical evaluation and of the acknowledgement that digital archives are always the product of selection - first of what was recorded, and second of what was digitized and made available through online portals - and thus reflect administrative or financial priorities, political interests and power relations, and often national perspectives. This paper explores the possibilities and limitations of nationally aggregated, digitized media sources for studying transnational entanglements, by shifting the focus to the newspapers and audio collections that are available in the Dutch digital humanities platform CLARIAH Media Suite and their significance for studying cross-border propaganda-battles during the Second World War. In doing so, it highlights some findings of the project ‘MediaOorlog’ (‘Media War’) that pioneers a new approach in the historiography of Dutch language-media during the Nazi occupation of the Netherlands (1940-1945).

In transnational research, wars have been largely understudied events. The reasons for this are two-fold. First, scholars adopting a transnational approach have been mainly interested in the creation, processes and consequences of links and flows that cut across national boundaries, rather than in the elimination or erosion of international connections. Second, the normative assumption that ‘transnational’ equals ‘liberal’ and ‘anti-national’, and that therefore international exchange should inevitably have a ‘de-nationalizing’ or even a ‘positive’ effect, has obscured the ‘dark history’ of transnational entanglements, such as the cross-border cooperation of slave traders or fascists, or the transnational dimensions of wars, conflicts and catastrophes. This bias has also had an impact on the study of war propaganda. While propaganda has primarily been analyzed as the outcome of political decisions on a national level and top-down institutional processes, researchers have often overlooked its transnational features.

War propaganda is not a one-way road, but a discursive phenomenon which also takes shape in response to enemy propaganda. In their insightful model of the process of propaganda, Garth Jowett and Victoria O’Donnell have stressed the interactive and cyclical nature of the flow of propaganda from institution to public. Although their model includes ‘counter-propaganda’ as one of the many factors informing the complex process of propagandistic communication, they do not pay specific attention to its causes nor to its effects, but rather focus on other segments which feed into or are fed by the flow of propaganda such as the propaganda institution and agents, media methods, the role of social networks and the predispositions and various responses of the public. Also in studies on Nazi propaganda, this interactive, transnational aspect has often been overlooked. David Welch, in his classic work The Third Reich. Politics and Propaganda (1993), for example, hardly pays any attention to how the content of Goebbels’ media manipulation impacted on and was impacted by the propaganda of his Allied adversaries. In other words: the question of how during the Second World War, foreign examples and media references were used rhetorically both to legitimize the correctness and relevance of one’s own propaganda narrative, as well as to deconstruct and counter the propaganda narratives of the enemy, is still largely under-researched.

This particularly holds true for the propaganda battle in Dutch language media during 1940-1945. This Dutch war of words between, on the one hand, Nazified radio and newspapers and, on the other hand, resistance newspapers and Radio Oranje in London (the broadcasts of the Dutch government-in-exile via BBC transmitters) was far more complex than a simple ping-pong between these opposing parties, as radio broadcasts and newspaper articles of foreign Allied countries, German-occupied territories, or neutral nations were also instrumentalized for propagandistic purposes. Moreover, some aspects of enemy propaganda were consciously neglected. As this paper will demonstrate, large-scale digitized media collections are valuable for analyzing this intricate transnational dynamism, as they allow researchers to gain a better understanding of the interactions between these opposing propaganda-narratives in their temporal and geographical contexts.

For the project MediaOorlog, historians from various universities in the Netherlands collaborated with data engineers from the online research application CLARIAH Media Suite to explore thousands of audio files and millions of newspaper articles. This material has been made available by Dutch archival institutions to enable researchers to study various sources together in one location. As such the Media Suite must not be seen as an archival institution, but rather as a portal to access and analyze large amounts of historical material. Moreover, the Media Suite is constantly evolving as new datasets and tools are added. The Second World War collections used for the project
The lack of historiographical attention might have been one of the reasons why the bulky paper radio transcript wartime radio broadcasting were undertaken by external researchers, decades after the foundation of the institute. The institute did not prioritize this source material on the research agenda. Although the NIOD did collect large collections of radio transcripts, as well as monitoring reports, the management of pro-Nazi broadcasts from Hilversum that were made by the government-in-exile’s ‘listening service’ in London. Before they were read out. Another valuable set of paper radio sources are the daily monitoring reports about the context as authorities, both British and German, wanted to control the content of broadcasting and checked all texts archives consisting of radio transcripts (texts that were read out on air). This was also a direct result of the wartime based in London (Radio Oranje of the government-in-exile) and Hilversum (of the occupation regime) - left bulky paper larger than this limited collection of audio recordings. The two most prominent Dutch wartime radio organizations - transmissions of the two Nazified Hilversum radio stations, have been recorded. However, the radio archive is much during the war the situation did not allow this to be done structurally. As a result, the audio archive from the Second World War is fragmented and limited, as only a small amount of the daily Radio Oranje broadcasts as well as of the transmissions of the two Nazified Hilversum radio stations, have been recorded. However, the radio archive is much larger than this limited collection of audio recordings. The two most prominent Dutch wartime radio organizations - based in London (Radio Oranje of the government-in-exile) and Hilversum (of the occupation regime) - left bulky paper archives consisting of radio transcripts (texts that were read out on air). This was also a direct result of the wartime context as authorities, both British and German, wanted to control the content of broadcasting and checked all texts before they were read out. Another valuable set of paper radio sources are the daily monitoring reports about the pro-Nazi broadcasts from Hilversum that were made by the government-in-exile’s ‘listening service’ in London. Although the NIOD did collect large collections of radio transcripts, as well as monitoring reports, the management of the institute did not prioritize this source material on the research agenda. The first studies about the history of wartime radio broadcasting were undertaken by external researchers, decades after the foundation of the institute. The lack of historiographical attention might have been one of the reasons why the bulky paper radio transcript constitute just a small part of the total amount of the data that is available through the Media Suite. We have used two of the 91 available datasets that the platform currently provides access to. Moreover, in these two digitized collections (i.e.: newspapers from the Delpher repository and audio from the audiovisual archive of The Netherlands Institute for Sound & Vision), material from the Second World War forms a relatively small part. To select this material for further analysis, the Media Suite contains a search tool which enables users to save so-called queries in their own online workspace - these are personalized datasets limited by metadata fields and, if possible, keyword searches. In addition, the platform contains a comparison tool which makes it possible to visualize semantic patterns in the data. The Media Suite can be situated in the field of Digital Humanities that has developed over the last twenty years. Technological developments have created new possibilities for researchers to access large data sets online and analyze them by using computers to generate quantitative insights in semantic patterns over time. As such Digital Humanities has made it possible for historians to pose new questions. At the same time, it is good to realize that this is still an experimental field and there are technical constraints. Reflecting on digitized newspaper-research, Huub Wijffjes has argued that to come to answers to history-specific questions researchers need to combine computational quantitative methods (distant reading) with more traditional qualitative methods (close reading). Working along these lines the researchers of the project MediaOorlog have experimented with distant reading to generate semantic patterns to identify certain moments in time to use for a close reading. In this working method they encountered certain restraints that limited the possibilities for distant reading, particularly of audio files. During the research phase of the project the Media Suite did not yet contain options for Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR), which meant that the audio could be played by historians, but could not be searched. In contrast it was possible to perform keyword searches in the newspaper material, using Optical Character Recognition (OCR) - which enabled distant reading approaches in this part of the corpus. This form of research constitutes a break from earlier historiography: considering the bulk of newspapers from the Second World War authors using analogue methods came to the conclusion that plowing through the paper incarnation of this corpus was physically impossible. As will become apparent on the following pages another difference between digitized newspaper and audio sources lies in the quantity of the corpus. Whereas the digital archive includes almost seven million newspaper articles, there are 2040 audio-fragments from that period that have been digitized. To understand this quantitative difference, we have to go back to the Second World War itself as the material circumstances shaped the collections that were digitized in the first decade of the twenty-first century. In the 1940s newspapers were printed in multiple editions and as a result after the war archival collections could be made complete by gradually adding material. In the years after 1945, the predecessor of the NIOD Institute for War Holocaust and Genocide Studies actively collected wartime newspapers, explicitly asking Dutch citizens to donate issues that they kept. These individual objects were systematically categorized by specialized staff-members of the institute (some of whom had been active as journalists for the illegal press). In the 1950s they published a volume on the illegal newspapers between 1940 and 1945 that listed more than 1100 titles. Radio broadcasting is a more ephemeral medium that can be captured when recorded, but this is a costly process and during the war the situation did not allow this to be done structurally. As a result, the audio archive from the Second World War is fragmented and limited, as only a small amount of the daily Radio Oranje broadcasts as well as of the transmissions of the two Nazified Hilversum radio stations, have been recorded. However, the radio archive is much larger than this limited collection of audio recordings. The two most prominent Dutch wartime radio organizations - based in London (Radio Oranje of the government-in-exile) and Hilversum (of the occupation regime) - left bulky paper archives consisting of radio transcripts (texts that were read out on air). This was also a direct result of the wartime context as authorities, both British and German, wanted to control the content of broadcasting and checked all texts before they were read out. Another valuable set of paper radio sources are the daily monitoring reports about the pro-Nazi broadcasts from Hilversum that were made by the government-in-exile’s ‘listening service’ in London. Although the NIOD did collect large collections of radio transcripts, as well as monitoring reports, the management of the institute did not prioritize this source material on the research agenda. The first studies about the history of wartime radio broadcasting were undertaken by external researchers, decades after the foundation of the institute. The lack of historiographical attention might have been one of the reasons why the bulky paper radio transcript
collections were overlooked in the large digitization efforts by the Royal Library (newspapers) and Sound & Vision (audio) in the 2000s. As a consequence, audio and paper sources within the Dutch war radio archive have been separated.

As becomes clear from the above, there is a difference between the digitized newspapers and the radio materials from the Second World War that are currently available in the CLARIAH Media Suite, which affects the way researchers in the twenty-first century can access and analyze it. Therefore, we have chosen to structure our contribution in two sections. In the first part of our article, we will discuss how the newspaper corpus can be employed to investigate how the public sphere in the Netherlands served as a battleground of the propaganda campaigns of the Axis and Allied Powers. We will explore distant reading methods, including the comparison tool in the CLARIAH Media Suite and Named Entity Recognition (NER). In the second part, we will subsequently address some of the promises and challenges we encountered in studying the fragmented digital Dutch audio collection from the Second World War and look into the added value of paper archives of broadcasting organizations and monitoring services. Whereas the digital archive contains interesting audio objects that prove there were transnational interactions via the radio waves, the written sources provide more opportunities to flesh out the true scale and nature of this aspect of wartime propaganda.

## 2 Digitized Newspapers

The bulk of the digital archive of media in the Netherlands during the Second World War is formed by newspapers that were digitized by Dutch heritage institutions and added to the freely accessible online repository Delpher that is hosted by the Royal Library (Koninklijke Bibliotheek) in The Hague. This collection contains newspapers from the Netherlands, both titles that were published locally and nationally, and Dutch-language newspapers from other parts of the world, such as the former colonies. In addition to its geographical reach, the collection spans a huge period, from the first published newspapers in 1618 to 1995, after which digital versions of newspapers are available in other repositories. In Delpher the era of the Second World War is particularly well covered as a result of the project ‘Heritage of War’ (Erfgoed van de Oorlog), which enabled the large-scale digitization of ‘war papers’.

For the purposes of the project MediaOorlog only newspapers that were published in the Netherlands during the official start and end of hostilities with Nazi Germany (10 May 1940 until 5 May 1945) are relevant, so we have limited ourselves to these parameters in time and space. Nonetheless, this is a large corpus of around 133,000 newspapers, that are segmented in almost 7 million articles.

The metadata model of Delpher does not contain fields to help researchers identify political-ideological categories. This is, however, a useful way for historians to work with the big data collection of wartime newspapers. Therefore, the researchers of MediaOorlog have divided the available titles in separate categories to indicate their position in the media-landscape of the Second World War. The two main categories are formed by ‘Nazified’ newspapers that were under the control of the occupying regime and ‘Anti-Nazi’ newspapers who were opposed to the regime. In addition, two sub-categories were added. The ‘Nazified’ papers can be divided in ‘censored’ (gelijkgeschakeld, i.e., papers that existed before 1940 and were put under censorship) and ‘Nazi-party’ (i.e., papers that were published by fascist organizations). The ‘Anti-Nazi’ category is divided in the ‘illegal’ press (i.e., clandestine newspapers made by resistance groups) and ‘liberated territory’, a category which consists of newspapers that were published from September 1944 onwards in the liberated parts of the Netherlands.

| Table 1. Categories Dutch wartime newspapers |
|---------------|------------------|
| **Nazified**   | **Anti-Nazi**    |
| Censored (118 titles) | Illegal press (955 titles) |
| Nazi-party (21 titles) | Liberated territory (157 titles) |
On the basis of these categories queries have been made in the CLARIAH Media Suite which enable researchers to compare keywords searches.\textsuperscript{17}

Looking at the available data in the CLARIAH Media Suite there are significant quantitative differences between the categories.

![Figure 1. Distribution of items (articles) over subcategories.](image)

The censored newspapers contain the most articles by far, followed by the Nazi-party press. This imbalance can be explained by the great power inequalities in the Dutch media landscape during the Second World War that were a result of the German occupation. The media policies of the occupying regime in the Netherlands were directly influenced by Berlin. Both the German Ministry of Propaganda and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs had representatives in The Hague who, aided by Dutch collaborators, organized daily press meetings in which they issued ‘confidential communications’ (vertrouwelijke mededeelingen) about what to print and what not. These ukases, which were accompanied by the words ‘not for publication’, were monitored and newspapers who did not heed to them risked being shut down.\textsuperscript{18} In other cases the Nazi authorities directly intervened in the editorial staff and replaced journalists whom they considered to be too critical for people with more open sympathies for their regime.\textsuperscript{19} The consequences for people working for illegal newspapers were even more dire, and the Nazi authorities actively hunted them – not only journalists, but also those printing and distributing the papers. Many of these people were executed or murdered in concentration camps: the list of those who died because of their work for the illegal press counts 777 names.\textsuperscript{20} Considering these circumstances it is not surprising that the category ‘illegal press’ contains relatively few articles while it counts many titles as most of the publications were made by small local groups that operated separately in order to avoid detection.

However, over the course of the war the imbalances in the data shifted. Looking at the category of the ‘censored press’ there is a downward trend from the beginning of 1941 onwards. This is partly explained by the ban on newspapers that were deemed too critical by the occupation regime. Another factor in the downturn of the number of published articles is the fact that paper became ever more scarce as the war dragged on. The material shortage of the legal newspapers became more pressing by the fact that resistance groups became ever more successful in stealing paper supplies. On the other hand, the paper raids in part explain the quantitative growth in ‘illegal’ newspapers from
May 1943 onwards, which became the biggest section of the press in the last six months of the occupation. Another factor in this upward trend was the fact that the German authorities in that month banned the possession of radio receiving sets, in order to prevent people from listening to radio stations that broadcasted from London. The radio ban resulted in a spur of new resistance newspapers that published transcripts of the London broadcasts to spread this information. This intermedial practice was illustrated by the titles of some of these publications, for example: *Hier is London!* (This is London) and *B.B.C. Nieuws* (BBC News). Moreover, these titles underline the transnational nature of the newspaper-landscape in Nazi-occupied Netherlands, which was both influenced by the government in Berlin and radio stations in London.

An exploration of the content of the newspapers also highlights the transnational perspective in the media-archive of the Second World War. To show this, we have run a Named Entity Recognition (NER) analysis of all the front pages from the Second World War to identify geographical terms. Looking at the total corpus (including all categories) ‘England’ (*Engeland*) and ‘Germany’ (*Duitsland*) rank the two first places, and Berlin and London rank fifth and sixth. This highlights the fact that printed media in the Netherlands were important for the propaganda of the two main powers fighting in Northwestern Europe. In the Nazi-party press and censored newspapers until, respectively, the end of 1941, beginning of 1942 ‘Engeland’ was the most frequently mentioned geographical term. This indicates the
propagandistic importance of Great Britain as Nazi Germany’s ‘Other’ in the first stage of the war. In this period, the Nazi’s promoted a new German-led European order that would bring peace, prosperity and social security, and was presented as the opposite of the outdated, imperialist and capitalist order of Great Britain which allegedly had plunged Europe into chaos during the interwar era. The NER-analysis over time shows a peak in January 1941, after this moment the number of references to ‘Engeland’ slowly declines. That this anti-British propaganda narrative of a new European order led by Germany now lost its appeal can be explained by Nazi Germany’s losses in the Battle of Britain, as well as the war participation of the Soviet Union (in June 1941) and the United States (in December 1941).

In the NER-analysis, ‘The Netherlands’ (Nederland) ranks third, and looking at the results of individual categories, ranks first in both the categories ‘illegal’ and ‘liberated territory’. This can be explained by the fact that in these categories, which were dominant in the last stages of the war, authors made plans for their country after the end of Nazi-occupation. This focus of the illegal press on national issues and a future national reconstruction is for example reflected in the manifesto that was issued by the nation-wide resistance newspapers Het Parool and Vrij Nederland on 15 April 1944 in 60,000 copies. The first eight aims for the future in this manifesto concerned the domestic situation of the Netherlands as well as its relationship with its colonies, while only the last point was devoted to the country’s foreign policy.

A remarkable outcome of our NER-analysis is that ‘Europe’ (Europa) was the most frequently used geographical term on the front pages of Nazi-Party newspapers. Although Hitler solely cared about the interests of the German Reich, for the Nazis ‘Europe’ was an important propagandistic construct, in particular for the propaganda targeted at the
occupied countries - a topic which has been relatively well-studied by historians in recent decades. While also in the Netherlands the occupying authorities time and again invoked the idea of a common European struggle for Europe’s civilization or the prospect of a new European order to be established after a Nazi victory, not much research has been done on the Nazi Europe-propaganda and its reception among Dutch audiences. The propagandistic relevance of the concept of ‘Europe’ for the occupying authorities to promote the National-Socialist war aims and visions of the future not only becomes clear from our NER-analysis but is also confirmed by our qualitative analysis of the primary source materials. Our research of both newspapers and radio broadcasts has proved that during 1940-1945 the Nazified media had the initiative in the propaganda battle for ‘Europe’. For anti-Nazi media, the concept of ‘Europe’ or the ideal of a ‘European unity’ had less propagandistic value to promote the war aims of the Allies. However, Dutch resistance newspapers and Radio Oranje waged a rigorous counter-campaign aimed at opposing and deconstructing the National Socialist Europe propaganda.

3 Radio: Audio and Paper Sources

As is often mentioned in the existing literature about the history of the medium, radio broadcasting is an inherently transnational medium. In part this is the consequence of the technology itself: radio waves do not know boundaries. Radio broadcasting pioneers that operated in the wake of the First World War were aware of this quality, as is illustrated by the story of the first Dutch broadcast on 6 November 1919. After Hanso Idzerda broadcasted his first programme from his home annex office in The Hague, he received letters from enthusiastic radio amateurs in London who had picked up the signal. In the following decades, radio broadcasters actively reached out to international audiences and developed special formats to do this effectively. In the 1930s the regimes in the Axis-powers actively started to make propaganda abroad, Nazi Germany with the transmitter at Zeesen and Fascist Italy with the transmitter in Bari. In response, the BBC expanded its foreign broadcasts, initiating an Arabic programme for the Middle East and a Spanish programme for Latin America, which were the main target areas for the Axis-powers. This radio war escalated after the start of the Second World War. During the Blitzkrieg the Nazis expanded their broadcasting power, adding many transmitters in occupied countries in Europe, including the Netherlands where the existing broadcasting corporations were centralized in the Rijksradio Nederlandsche Omroep. The BBC greatly increased its broadcasting efforts to the occupied territories in order to mobilize the people there against the Nazi regime. As a number of people from these countries had fled to London, the British could tap into a pool of native speakers to extend the number of broadcasting languages. Some governments-in-exile in London received airtime in BBC transmitters to make their own broadcasts – the first one being the Dutch government who inaugurated its daily transmission Radio Oranje (Radio Orange) on 28 July 1940.

In Dutch digital media archives, we can find traces of the radio war between the Axis powers and the Allies during the occupation between May 1940 and May 1945. According to the metadata in the CLARIAH Media Suite, 2040 digitized audio clips are accessible from that period. Compared to the number of newspapers, this is a noticeably smaller corpus. This makes it more difficult to make quantitative analyses using distant reading methods. In addition, there are limitations with close reading (or listening) of audio files. The audio collection is probably less representative than the bulky newspaper collection as these clips constitute a small part of the total amount of broadcasting hours. Moreover, the audio files mostly contain fragments and not total radio broadcasts. In contrast, the newspapers in the digital repositories are complete, which makes it possible for researchers to contextualize articles by looking at the whole issue in which they were published.

Another limitation to the audio collection is that the preserved recordings come from various sources and are haphazard, as they were not collected to form a systematic archive of wartime radio broadcasting. Indicative are the sources made by Dutch radio amateurs, who made clandestine recordings of radio in an effort to preserve a soundscape of the Second World War. As this activity was very hazardous, they made these recordings on an ad hoc basis, capturing different stations on record rather than reflecting on their programming strategies. Such collections
were often kept in private collections for decades, before being donated to the Netherlands Institute for Sound & Vision in the 2000s, where they were digitized, such as the collection of Gerrit Bouwhuis from Tiel. Other important sets of digitized wartime radio-audio come from the production archives of Radio Oranje and the Nederlandsche Omroep, which initially were kept by the NIOD, but were transferred to Sound & Vision in the 2000s as well. These collections mainly consist of broadcasts that were recorded before being transmitted, such as radio cabaret and important speeches. These recordings also give a limited view on the total broadcasting schedules. Taking Radio Oranje as an example, it is noticeable that the two voices that were recorded the most were female: Jetty Pearl who sang anti-Nazi cabaret songs and Queen Wilhelmina who gave more than thirty speeches. In the decades after the war, these voices have been reproduced many times and as such became emblematic in the historical imagination of wartime recordings. In fact, during the vast majority of Radio Oranje broadcasts listeners would hear only male voices as the complete editorial staff of the station consisted of men.

Although they do not provide a representative overview of the broadcasting strategies, the available audio does contain evidence that shows radio was a medium that provided audiences in the Netherlands with information from across the world. In the first year of its existence, Radio Oranje recorded and relayed a weekly broadcast from the Dutch East Indies in which the journalist G.A. van Bovene gave an overview of the situation in the main colony. In these ‘mail letters’ (mailbrieven) he drew a rosy picture in which he emphasized the loyalty of all the inhabitants, including Indonesians, to the government-in-exile (and particularly Queen Wilhelmina) and the resolve to liberate the home country from Nazi occupation. Such broadcasts were relayed until the Japanese conquest of the Indonesian archipelago. [audio clip 1: https://on.soundcloud.com/3hpPe] The Nederlandsche Omroep also broadcasted items that were meant to inform people in the Netherlands about events in far-away countries. One set of gramophones that has been preserved contains recordings of Dutch SS-soldiers who fought at the Eastern Front against the Soviet Union, from 1943. They recorded ‘radio letters’ which were transported to the Netherlands by the German Propaganda Kompanie (PK) to be transmitted. These records were meant to support the Nazi propaganda narratives, boasting about supposed successes on the battlefield, while in fact the Red Army was on the advance by that time. [audio clip 2: https://on.soundcloud.com/Rdich] While such digital audio-clips are useful to historians interested in transnational media, they offer a too limited scope to reflect on their place in the total programming strategies.

To get a more complete overview of the history of wartime radio broadcasting, historians can turn to the bulky paper archives that have been left by broadcasting organizations, both in London and in Hilversum. The main staple of these collections are transcripts of various broadcasts that provide a rich source to understand the way radio was used for propaganda purposes. In this article we focus on the collection of Radio Oranje, which holds two complete sets of transcripts. One set contains the monitoring reports that officials of the Dutch government-in-exile made about broadcasts of Radio Hilversum, between the Summer of 1940 and the Autumn of 1945. Every day they published a report with summaries and sometimes verbatim transcripts of noticeable broadcasts, more than 20,000 entries in total. The editors of Radio Oranje and the Dutch service of the BBC used these reports to calibrate their own broadcasts in order to provide effective counter-narratives against Nazi propaganda. Apart from enhancing the listener’s confidence in an Allied liberation of the Netherlands, a second important task of Radio Oranje was to oppose and debunk German propaganda. The monitoring reports show that Dutch officials in London had a particular interest in certain Nazi broadcasters, whose propaganda they deemed to be dangerous. These monitoring reports themselves are a testament to the transnational interaction between radio-propagandists at both sides of the North Sea, who kept a close ear on the transmissions of their adversaries.

This interaction is also apparent in the collections of transcripts of Radio Oranje broadcasts, which are held by the NIOD Institute for War, Holocaust and Genocide Studies. These documents were archived due to the fact that all texts had to be approved before transmission by the Dutch government-in-exile as well as by British military censors in order to prevent strategic sensitive information from being made public. The Radio Oranje transcripts and monitoring reports constitute an indispensable source for research into the complexities and versatility of the propaganda battle across the English Channel, as they provide information on the topics, propaganda narratives and particular media moments that were at stake in this transnational war of words. Moreover, they also allow researchers to map the
strategies that were employed by Radio Oranje to debunk enemy propaganda, as well as the broader international framework that informed the interaction between Nazified and Anti-Nazi Dutch language media.

From our exploration of the transcripts and monitoring reports it has become apparent that propaganda officials in the service of the Dutch government-in-exile carefully kept track of enemy propaganda in Nazified Dutch language media, as well as in Nazi media outside of the Netherlands, in order to adequately respond to what they considered to be important Nazi propaganda events and speeches. For example, Goebbels’ famous Sportpalast speech of 18 February 1943, in which he shortly after Germany’s defeat at Stalingrad called for a ‘total war’ as the only means to overcome the imminent danger of Bolshevism, was discussed at length at Radio Oranje. On the 19th of February, broadcaster Lou de Jong affirmed that the German Propaganda Minister’s speech undeniably proved the Nazis were losing the war.43 A few days later, the well-known Dutch Nazi-propagandist Max Blokzijl repeated Goebbels’ message in his bi-weekly talk for Radio Hilversum and warned that a collapse of the mighty army of the Axis powers would inevitably result in a ‘Soviet-Netherlands, Soviet-Belgium, Soviet-France’.44 The next day, Radio Oranje also countered Blokzijl’s message. The director of Radio Oranje, Henk van den Broek, assured the listeners in the occupied Netherlands that the Soviets had no intention whatsoever of conquering their home country after Germany’s defeat. Also, a Bolshevik coup in the Netherlands was highly unlikely. In Van den Broek’s view, Goebbels as well as the collaborationist ‘parrots’ who were paid by the occupying authorities to repeat the Propaganda Minister’s message had the intention to divide the Allies. Moreover, their notion of an immediate Bolshevist threat only served as pretext to further exploit and terrorize the German-occupied countries.45

In its broadcasts, Radio Oranje regularly integrated and commented upon extracts of speeches of high-ranking Nazis and collaborators to prove the incorrectness and inefficacy of the National Socialist propaganda efforts. Often, these extracts were read aloud by Radio Oranje broadcasters using monitoring reports of Dutch or British listening services. In other cases, parts of speeches were recorded and relayed. On 15 December 1941, the London programme for instance criticized and ridiculed the Dutch National Socialist Movement at the occasion of its tenth anniversary, relaying a recording of its leader’s anniversary speech that had been aired by Radio Hilversum the previous day.46 Radio Oranje also regularly discussed important addresses of Allied leaders, which occasionally were relayed as well. These Allied speeches were not only welcomed and used to highlight British and American support for the Dutch cause or the Allied successes on the battlefield, but also to debunk German propaganda. When discussing Churchill’s address to the House of Commons in February 1943, De Jong for example contrasted the realistic, matter-of-factual and calm tone of the British prime minister with Hitler’s hysterical lies.47 Radio Oranje also mocked Goebbels’ heated response to Roosevelt’s Navy Day Address, which he delivered on 27 October 1941, about six weeks before the US would enter the war on the side of the Allies. According to the broadcaster, Goebbels’ cursing tirade was clearly prompted by a sense of fear caused by Roosevelt’s important announcement to increase arms supplies.48

Although Radio Hilversum was the main target of Radio Oranje, the programme also frequently used examples from Nazified newspapers in the Netherlands – which were sent to London via neutral Portugal, Switzerland or Sweden and arrived 10 to 21 days after publication.49 Moreover, it also regularly referred to media outlets in Nazi Germany, as well as in Allied countries and neutral nations.50 To underline that the war had reached a turning point and that Germany’s defeat was just a matter of time, Radio Oranje for example in December 1942 discussed an article in the neutral - and therefore ‘objective’ - Svenska Morgenbladet about the hopeless situation of the German army in the Soviet Union.51 In October 1941, Radio Oranje announcer Meyer Sluyser mentioned specific articles in the Völkische Beobachter, National Zeitung and Deutsche Allgemeine Zeitung to demonstrate that the German press had started a campaign to prepare German public opinion for an annexation of the Netherlands.52 In order to counter the false Nazi promise that Hitler wished to preserve Dutch national sovereignty, Radio Oranje also referred to radio broadcasts in the occupied Netherlands, Germany and Great Britain. On 14 November 1941, Radio Oranje for instance drew attention to a BBC-item on the announcement of Friedrich Lützow on the Deutschlandsender, in which the head of the propaganda department of the Kriegsmarine had pointed at the importance for Nazi Germany of annexing the small nations at the Rhine estuary.53 A few days later, De Jong quoted Radio Hilversum that according to the Reich commissioner for the German-occupied Netherlands, Arthur Seyss-Inquart, the Netherlands could not fully retain its ‘independence and autonomy in its traditional meaning’.54
In its broadcasts Radio Oranje constantly emphasized that no one in the Netherlands believed the transparent Nazi lies. Moreover, it also strove to unmask and explain the Nazi propaganda methods. This more ‘rational strategy’ was manifest in Radio Oranje’s continuous efforts to expose and clarify the ‘true motives’ behind the propaganda of its adversaries, as well as in broadcasts which discussed the Nazi propaganda techniques. De Jong for example quoted at length from the instructions that the occupying authorities had sent to the Nazified regional press in May 1941, while Van den Broek in great detail discussed how Radio Hilversum tried to manipulate Dutch seafarers abroad. According to Van den Broek, Radio Hilversum had introduced a column with messages of family members for their loved ones at sea, to convince the seafarers to return to the Netherlands so they could be forced to enlist in the Kriegsmarine instead of helping the Allies. In various broadcasts, he explained how Radio Hilversum used unfair arguments which appealed to the seafarers’ emotions, and regularly had to interrupt its column, presumably because a family member had said something which could displease the occupying authorities. At the same time, Van den Broek himself also appealed to the emotions of his listeners, as he for instance called upon the seafarers to regularly send letters to their family at home because they missed them so much. More research is needed to enhance our understanding of the rational as well as emotional propaganda techniques that Radio Oranje employed to counter Nazi-propaganda. Such research, based on a structural analysis of the written transcripts and monitoring reports in combination with the available audio, can enhance our understanding of the transnational interactions of the media war between the Third Reich and its enemies.

At various occasions, Radio Oranje stressed that now the media in Nazi-occupied Netherlands had been gagged, it was the only representative of the Dutch free press, and as such had the task to reveal the truth about the situation in Nazi-occupied Europe [audio clip 3: https://on.soundcloud.com/SLeTK]. As this included deconstructing Nazi propaganda, Radio Oranje broadcasters explained they had taken on the task to closely monitor news about the Netherlands in Nazified Dutch and German newspapers, and to listen to Radio Hilversum. In De Jong’s view: ‘the unpleasant part of our job’. The versatile Radio Oranje efforts to counter and debunk Nazi propaganda, logically led to transnational entanglements and references to pro-Nazi newspaper articles and radio broadcasts in occupied-Netherlands and Germany. However, Radio Oranje also used examples from Nazified media across the English Channel as a contrast to emphasize that their own broadcasts were not propaganda.

4 Conclusion

The availability of digitized Dutch war media sources in the CLARIAH Media Suite has allowed the project team of MediaOorlog to explore transnational entanglements in Second World War propaganda using both quantitative and qualitative methods. In doing so, the team has put online sources into dialogue with the existing historiography. In particular, the large body of digitized newspapers (from the Delpher repository) allows for data-visualizations of semantic patterns and AI-driven research, such as a NER-analysis of geographical terms on frontpages. This research has suggested that news about events outside the borders of the European part of the Kingdom of the Netherlands featured prominently in the war time media. Moreover, it has shown that the transnational geographical concept of ‘Europe’ dominated in the propaganda of Dutch Nazis. Pundits of the Dutch government-in-exile in London and makers of resistance newspapers took notice of this Nazi Europe propaganda and strove to debunk it.

The digitized audio archive also contains items that provide insights in the transnational war of words between Pro-Nazi and Pro-Allied Dutch Media during 1940-1945. These items show that recordings from various parts of the world were relayed to listeners in the Netherlands. However, as the audio archive is fragmented and limited, it is difficult to establish the full scope of interactions between Nazi-propagandists and their adversaries via the airwaves. Therefore, the team of MediaOorlog also made use of paper sources to uncover this part of the propaganda war. Particularly important for their research has been the Radio Oranje collection that has been passed down almost in its entirety and kept by the NIOD. Monitoring reports in this collection, which were produced by the government-in-exile’s listening service, show that radio makers in London carefully listened to the broadcasts of Radio Hilversum in order to gather
information about the situation in the occupied Netherlands and the propaganda strategies of the Nazi regime. The transcripts of broadcasts prove that these insights were, subsequently, used by the Radio Oranje editorial staff to shape their own communication strategies, not in the least to openly attack their adversaries and to counter Radio Hilversum propaganda.

With our contribution, we ask for more attention for this valuable, but previously overlooked, part of the Dutch radio archive, and call to scan this as well as other collections that represent ‘audio on paper’ and to include this in the Dutch digital humanities platform CLARIAH Media Suite. At the moment the bulky Radio Oranje collection, which counts tens of thousands of pages, is hard to research as it is difficult to pin down when certain topics were addressed. Digitizing these source materials would enable a similar approach that has proven fruitful for the wartime newspapers: using keyword searches and visualizing semantic patterns to track down specific media moments. Additionally, digitization would also allow researchers to use other digital humanities tools, such as an analysis of word clusters or Named Entity Recognition of important geographical terms, persons, or events. Such research would greatly enhance our knowledge of the transnational dynamics of the radio war between London and Hilversum, including the important role that the overseas colonies played in the broadcasts of the Dutch government-in-exile and its Nazi opponents.61

Moreover, digitizing paper radio sources, such as the Radio Oranje transcripts and listening service reports, is key to complementing the small and fragmented collection of Dutch wartime audio. As this paper has tried to point out, both the limited amount of radio recordings of the years 1940-1945, as well as the exceptionally large amount of the paper radio sources, can be explained by the very specific wartime circumstances. In other words: the current imbalance within the radio archive and the separation of audio and paper sources should be understood in its historical context. In addition, the war radio archive is currently scattered over various institutions, such as the NIOD and Sound & Vision, and this situation complicates the study of propaganda broadcasts. Reuniting digitized audio and paper sources will allow historians and media scholars to overcome these obstacles.

This paper has demonstrated that in order to use nationally aggregated media sources from one single country for studying transnational entanglements, historians and media scholars need to ask new research questions and to reflect on the formation, as well as the pitfalls and limitations of these national archival collections. The digitized war newspapers and audio available in the CLARIAH Media Suite, as well as the large Radio Oranje collection, have allowed the MediaOorlog researchers to analyze various themes, strategies, and important moments of the war of words between pro-Nazi and pro-Allied Dutch language media. However, to enhance our understanding of the broader context of this propaganda battle across borders, international, archival projects are needed. Such collaborations should aim at digitizing, aggregating and curating various national radio collections. This, for example, would allow researchers to gain insight into the broader propaganda dynamics between on the one hand Nazi broadcasts in occupied Europe and on the other hand the foreign language services of the BBC, and the broadcasts of the French, Dutch, Polish, Belgian, Greek and Czecho-Slovak governments in exile. Or, considering the global context, such a project would make it possible to address the interaction between the Allied and Axis radio propaganda targeted at the Arab World or at European colonies in Asia, Africa and the Caribbean. For a further exploration of transnational interactions in Second World War propaganda, therefore, bringing together audio and paper sources through digitization should go hand in hand with overcoming national as well as international archival borders.
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